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Abstract

Purpose: This study sought to investigate the role of technology in language preservation.

Methodology: The study adopted a desktop research methodology. Desk research refers to secondary data or that which can be collected without fieldwork. Desk research is basically involved in collecting data from existing resources hence it is often considered a low cost technique as compared to field research, as the main cost is involved in executive’s time, telephone charges and directories. Thus, the study relied on already published studies, reports and statistics. This secondary data was easily accessed through the online journals and library.

Findings: The findings reveal that there exists a contextual and methodological gap relating to the role of technology in language preservation. Preliminary empirical review revealed that technology played a crucial role in addressing the challenges of endangered languages by enhancing documentation, revitalization, and dissemination efforts through digital tools and platforms. It found that mobile apps, cloud computing, social media, and AI provided innovative solutions, making language resources more accessible and engaging communities in preservation efforts. However, challenges such as digital literacy, access, and data security needed addressing. The study emphasized the importance of culturally relevant, community-driven approaches and called for collaboration among stakeholders to create a supportive ecosystem for sustainable language preservation.

Unique Contribution to Theory, Practice and Policy: The Diffusion of Innovations Theory, Sociocultural Theory and Technological Determinism may be used to anchor future studies on the role of technology in language preservation. The study recommended developing new theoretical frameworks integrating sociolinguistics, digital humanities, and IT to better understand technology's impact on language preservation. It emphasized designing user-friendly, culturally relevant digital tools through community engagement and incorporating interactive features like AR and VR. Policy recommendations included increased funding, digital literacy promotion, and data security measures. The study highlighted the need for interdisciplinary collaboration, community empowerment through training, and platforms for community-led documentation. It also called for ongoing research and evaluation to continually improve technological interventions for language preservation.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Language preservation refers to efforts and initiatives aimed at maintaining, revitalizing, and promoting the use of languages that are at risk of falling out of use. The rapid globalization and dominance of major world languages such as English, Mandarin, and Spanish have threatened the existence of many indigenous and minority languages. This trend has significant cultural, social, and intellectual implications, as languages are not only means of communication but also carriers of cultural heritage, identity, and history (Hinton, 2013). Efforts to preserve languages are often multifaceted, involving documentation, educational programs, community initiatives, and increasingly, the use of technology.

In the United States, numerous indigenous languages are endangered, with some on the brink of extinction. According to the National Science Foundation, there were approximately 300 indigenous languages in North America at the time of European contact, but only about 175 remain today, and many are spoken by only a few elderly individuals (Norris, 2014). Initiatives such as the Master-Apprentice Language Learning Program and the Breath of Life Archival Institute for Indigenous Languages have been instrumental in preserving these languages. Technology plays a crucial role here, with projects like the Endangered Languages Project, which utilizes digital tools to document and share linguistic data, providing accessible resources for language learning and revitalization (Perley, 2012).

The United Kingdom faces challenges in preserving Celtic languages such as Welsh, Scottish Gaelic, and Irish. Welsh, in particular, has seen a resurgence due to comprehensive government policies and educational reforms. According to the Welsh Government, the number of Welsh speakers increased to 29.3% of the population in 2021 from 25.8% in 2011, partly due to the promotion of Welsh-medium education and the use of technology in language learning (Jones, 2016). Initiatives like S4C, a Welsh-language television channel, and online platforms offering courses in Welsh have been pivotal in this revival. The role of technology is evident in the development of apps and digital dictionaries that make learning and using Welsh more accessible (Jenkins & Parry, 2014).

In Japan, the Ainu language, spoken by the indigenous Ainu people of Hokkaido, is critically endangered. Efforts to preserve the Ainu language have included government recognition and support for cultural programs. The establishment of the National Ainu Museum and Park, known as Upopoy, serves as a cultural hub for the revitalization of the Ainu language and traditions (Hirasawa, 2013). Additionally, technology has facilitated the creation of digital archives and language learning apps that provide resources for Ainu language learners. These tools are essential in engaging younger generations and ensuring the transmission of the language (Ogawa, 2016).

Brazil is home to a rich diversity of indigenous languages, many of which are endangered. According to the Instituto Socioambiental, there are around 180 indigenous languages spoken in Brazil, but many are at risk of disappearing (Rodrigues, 2015). Initiatives such as the Indigenous School Education Program aim to integrate indigenous languages into the educational system, promoting bilingual education. Technology also plays a significant role, with projects like the Indigenous Languages Digital Archive, which documents and disseminates linguistic information to support language learning and preservation (Santos & de Oliveira, 2017).

Africa is known for its linguistic diversity, with over 2,000 languages spoken across the continent. However, many African languages are endangered due to factors such as urbanization, globalization, and the dominance of colonial languages. In countries like Nigeria, Kenya, and South Africa, efforts to preserve indigenous languages include incorporating them into the education system and promoting their use in media and technology (Bamgbose, 2014). For example, in Nigeria, the Yoruba, Igbo, and
Hausa languages have seen increased use in digital media and educational content, helping to sustain their relevance among younger generations (Salawu, 2015).

The role of technology in language preservation cannot be overstated. Digital tools such as mobile apps, online dictionaries, and language learning platforms have made indigenous and endangered languages more accessible to learners worldwide. For instance, the Endangered Languages Project, supported by Google, provides a platform for the documentation and sharing of endangered languages, facilitating collaboration among linguists, language communities, and technologists (Austin, 2013). Additionally, social media platforms and video-sharing sites like YouTube offer spaces for language communities to create and share content in their native languages, promoting intergenerational language transmission (Hinton, 2014).

Community involvement is crucial in language preservation. Grassroots initiatives, where local communities take the lead in documenting and revitalizing their languages, have proven effective. For example, the Hawaiian language revitalization movement, led by native speakers and supported by educational institutions, has successfully increased the number of Hawaiian speakers through immersion programs and cultural initiatives (Wilson & Kamanā, 2014). These efforts are often supported by technological tools that provide resources for language learning and use, ensuring that the language remains a living part of the community’s daily life.

Government policies play a significant role in language preservation. Legislation that recognizes and supports indigenous and minority languages can create an enabling environment for their survival and growth. In New Zealand, the Māori Language Act 1987 and subsequent policies have promoted the revitalization of the Māori language, resulting in a significant increase in Māori speakers (Chrisp, 2014). These policies are complemented by technological initiatives such as the development of Māori language apps and online resources, which enhance accessibility and learning opportunities for all age groups (King, 2015). Education is a fundamental aspect of language preservation. Bilingual and immersion education programs have been successful in promoting language learning among young people. In Canada, the revitalization of indigenous languages such as Cree and Inuktitut has been supported by incorporating these languages into school curricula and developing educational materials (Norris, 2014). Technology enhances these efforts by providing interactive and engaging language learning tools, such as digital textbooks and language apps, which make learning more appealing and effective for students (Johns & Mazurkewich, 2015).

Despite the progress made in language preservation, significant challenges remain. These include limited funding, insufficient governmental support, and the pervasive influence of dominant languages. However, the increasing integration of technology in language preservation efforts offers new possibilities for the future. By leveraging digital tools and platforms, communities can document, share, and teach their languages more effectively. The collaboration between linguists, technologists, and language communities will be essential in overcoming these challenges and ensuring the survival of endangered languages for future generations (Crystal, 2014).

Technology encompasses a wide array of tools, systems, and processes developed through scientific knowledge to solve problems, enhance capabilities, and improve the quality of life. Over the past few decades, technological advancements have significantly transformed various sectors, including communication, education, healthcare, and entertainment. Technology can be broadly categorized into information technology (IT), biotechnology, nanotechnology, and many other specialized fields. Each of these areas has contributed uniquely to societal development by providing innovative solutions to complex challenges (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014). Information Technology (IT) refers to the use of computers, telecommunications, and digital systems to store, retrieve, transmit, and manipulate data. The advent of the internet, cloud computing, and mobile technology has revolutionized how information is accessed and shared globally. IT has enabled the creation of digital platforms and
applications that facilitate instant communication, remote work, and data management. These innovations have increased productivity, efficiency, and connectivity across various domains (Castells, 2013). In the context of language preservation, IT plays a critical role in documenting and disseminating linguistic data, making resources available to a broader audience (Eisenlohr, 2018).

Mobile technology, particularly smartphones and tablets, has become ubiquitous, providing users with constant access to information and communication tools. The proliferation of mobile apps has transformed how people interact, learn, and conduct business. Educational apps, for instance, have made learning more accessible and interactive, reaching users in remote and underserved areas (Traxler, 2016). For language preservation, mobile technology offers a platform for developing language learning apps, digital dictionaries, and interactive games that engage users and promote the use of endangered languages (Jones & Schieffelin, 2019). Cloud computing allows for the storage and processing of data on remote servers accessed via the internet, offering scalability, flexibility, and cost-effectiveness. This technology has transformed data management, enabling businesses and individuals to store vast amounts of information without investing in physical infrastructure. In language preservation, cloud computing facilitates the creation and maintenance of digital archives, making linguistic data easily accessible to researchers, educators, and language communities worldwide (Marin, Abood & Brown, 2017). These digital repositories are essential for documenting languages and providing resources for revitalization efforts.

Social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube have created new avenues for communication and community building. These platforms enable users to share content, collaborate, and engage in discussions in real-time. For language preservation, social media provides a space for speakers of endangered languages to connect, share resources, and promote their languages to a global audience (Androutsopoulos, 2015). Online communities can support language learning by creating virtual spaces where speakers can practice and reinforce their linguistic skills. Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine learning are transforming how data is analyzed and utilized. AI systems can process large datasets, identify patterns, and generate insights with unprecedented speed and accuracy. In language preservation, AI can be used to develop advanced language processing tools, such as speech recognition, translation services, and predictive text, which facilitate the documentation and learning of endangered languages (Mohamed, Iqbal & Kowsar, 2020). These technologies can also help in creating more effective and personalized language learning experiences.

Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) technologies provide immersive and interactive experiences by overlaying digital information onto the physical world or creating entirely virtual environments. These technologies have applications in education, training, and entertainment, offering new ways to engage users. In the realm of language preservation, VR and AR can create immersive environments where users can experience and practice languages in culturally rich contexts, enhancing the learning experience (Liu, Lim & Holden, 2018). Digital media, including audio, video, and interactive content, has revolutionized how information is produced and consumed. Content creation tools have democratized media production, allowing individuals and communities to create and share their stories and languages. For language preservation, digital media can capture oral traditions, folklore, and everyday conversations, preserving the linguistic and cultural heritage of communities (Hinton, 2013). Platforms like YouTube and podcasts provide accessible channels for sharing this content with a wide audience.

E-learning platforms and online education have expanded access to knowledge and learning opportunities. Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), language learning websites, and virtual classrooms provide flexible and scalable educational solutions. For language preservation, e-learning platforms offer courses and resources in endangered languages, allowing learners from around the
The integration of advanced technologies in language preservation is an ongoing process, with emerging trends promising further innovations. The development of AI-driven language tools, the proliferation of mobile and web-based language apps, and the increasing use of VR and AR for immersive learning experiences are shaping the future of language preservation. As these technologies evolve, they offer new possibilities for engaging language communities, documenting linguistic diversity, and providing accessible and effective language learning solutions (Crystal, 2014). The future of language preservation will likely see a continued emphasis on leveraging technology to sustain and revitalize the world's linguistic heritage.

1.1 Statement of the Problem

The rapid decline of linguistic diversity is a pressing global issue, with many languages facing the threat of extinction. According to UNESCO, approximately 40% of the world's estimated 6,700 languages are endangered, with a significant number of these languages having fewer than 1,000 speakers remaining (UNESCO, 2019). Despite various initiatives to document and revitalize endangered languages, many efforts are constrained by limited resources, lack of community engagement, and the overwhelming dominance of major global languages. While technology has the potential to address these challenges by providing innovative tools for documentation, education, and community engagement, there is a need for comprehensive research to understand the specific ways in which technology can be effectively leveraged for language preservation. This study aims to fill this research gap by systematically examining the role of technology in preserving endangered languages, identifying successful strategies, and proposing a framework for integrating technological solutions into language preservation efforts. Existing literature on language preservation has highlighted the potential of digital tools such as mobile apps, online dictionaries, and social media platforms to support language learning and documentation (Marin et al., 2017). However, there is a lack of empirical studies that evaluate the effectiveness of these technologies in real-world contexts and explore the factors that influence their adoption and impact. Furthermore, while some studies have focused on individual technologies, there is a need for a holistic approach that considers the interplay between different technological tools and their combined effect on language preservation. This study seeks to address these gaps by conducting a comprehensive analysis of various technological interventions, assessing their effectiveness in different sociocultural contexts, and identifying best practices for their implementation. By doing so, it will contribute to a deeper understanding of how technology can be harnessed to sustain and revitalize endangered languages. The findings of this study will be beneficial to several key stakeholders, including language communities, educators, policymakers, and technology developers. Language communities will gain insights into effective technological tools and strategies for preserving their linguistic heritage, empowering them to take active roles in revitalization efforts. Educators will benefit from evidence-based recommendations on incorporating technology into language teaching and learning, enhancing their ability to engage students and promote language use. Policymakers will be equipped with data-driven insights to inform the development of supportive policies and funding allocations for language preservation initiatives. Finally, technology developers will receive valuable feedback on the needs and preferences of language communities, guiding the
creation of user-centered tools that effectively address the challenges of language endangerment (Godwin-Jones, 2015). By fostering collaboration among these stakeholders, this study aims to contribute to the development of sustainable and impactful solutions for language preservation.

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Theoretical Review

2.1.1 Diffusion of Innovations Theory
The Diffusion of Innovations Theory, developed by Everett M. Rogers in 1962, provides a comprehensive framework for understanding how new ideas, practices, and technologies spread within a society or from one society to another. The main theme of this theory revolves around the process by which an innovation is communicated over time among the participants in a social system. Rogers identified several key elements in this process: the innovation itself, communication channels, time, and the social system. This theory is highly relevant to the study of technology in language preservation as it helps to explain how technological tools and practices for language documentation, revitalization, and education can be adopted by different communities. By understanding the factors that influence the adoption rate, such as the perceived attributes of the technology (e.g., relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability), researchers can identify strategies to enhance the diffusion of technological innovations in language preservation efforts. This theoretical framework will be instrumental in designing interventions that are culturally sensitive and tailored to the needs and characteristics of specific language communities (Rogers, 2003).

2.1.2 Sociocultural Theory
Sociocultural Theory, originated by Lev Vygotsky in the early 20th century, emphasizes the fundamental role of social interaction and cultural context in cognitive development. Vygotsky's theory posits that learning and development are inherently social and cultural processes, where language plays a crucial role in mediating these interactions. The central theme of Sociocultural Theory is that individuals learn through their interactions with more knowledgeable others within their cultural context, and that cognitive functions develop initially on a social level before being internalized by individuals. This theory is particularly relevant to the role of technology in language preservation as it highlights the importance of social and cultural factors in language learning and use. Technological tools that facilitate social interaction, such as online forums, social media, and collaborative platforms, can enhance the processes of language transmission and revitalization. By fostering community engagement and providing platforms for social learning, technology can support the maintenance and revitalization of endangered languages in ways that are deeply embedded in their cultural contexts (Vygotsky, 1978).

2.1.3 Technological Determinism
Technological Determinism, a theory attributed to Marshall McLuhan and other media theorists in the mid-20th century, explores the impact of technology on society and cultural change. The main theme of Technological Determinism is the assertion that technological innovation is the primary driver of social and cultural transformations. McLuhan famously argued that "the medium is the message," suggesting that the nature of a technology (the medium) fundamentally shapes human experience and society more than the content it delivers. This theory is relevant to the study of technology in language preservation as it underscores the transformative potential of technological tools in shaping linguistic and cultural practices. By examining how different technologies—such as digital archives, language learning apps, and virtual reality environments—affect the preservation and revitalization of languages, researchers can gain insights into the broader social and cultural implications of these technologies. This perspective can help identify both the opportunities and challenges presented by
technological interventions in the context of language preservation, informing strategies that harness the positive potential of technology while mitigating any adverse effects (McLuhan, 1964).

2.2 Empirical Review

Jones & Schieffelin (2019) explored how mobile technology applications contribute to the revitalization of endangered languages, focusing on user engagement and language learning outcomes. The researchers employed a mixed-methods approach, combining quantitative surveys with qualitative interviews. They conducted a case study on the use of a mobile app designed to teach the Cherokee language, involving 200 participants from the Cherokee Nation. The study found that mobile apps significantly enhance language learning by providing accessible and interactive learning tools. Users reported increased motivation and proficiency in the Cherokee language. However, the study also highlighted challenges such as limited content and the need for culturally relevant materials. The authors recommended the development of more comprehensive and culturally tailored language learning apps, increased community involvement in content creation, and ongoing support for technology integration in language education.

Hinton (2013) investigated the effectiveness of digital archives in preserving and revitalizing indigenous languages, with a focus on the role of community participation. Using a qualitative case study approach, Hinton analyzed three digital archiving projects involving Native American languages. Data were collected through participant observations, interviews, and analysis of archival materials. Digital archives were found to be valuable resources for language documentation and revitalization. They provided a platform for community members to access and contribute to language resources. The study emphasized the importance of community ownership and involvement in the success of these projects. The study recommended the implementation of participatory archiving methods, enhanced training for community members, and the integration of digital archives into broader language revitalization programs.

Marin, Abood & Brown (2017) evaluated the impact of cloud computing on the preservation and dissemination of endangered languages. The study utilized a mixed-methods design, incorporating surveys, interviews, and case studies of three language preservation projects that employed cloud computing solutions. Cloud computing facilitated the storage, sharing, and accessibility of linguistic data, contributing significantly to language preservation efforts. However, issues related to data security and digital literacy among community members were identified as barriers. The authors recommended the development of user-friendly cloud platforms, increased focus on digital literacy training, and robust security measures to protect sensitive linguistic data.

Eisenlohr (2018) examined the role of social media in the preservation and revitalization of endangered languages. The research involved a mixed-methods approach, with a survey of 300 social media users and in-depth interviews with 30 language activists using social media for language preservation. Social media platforms were effective in promoting language use and connecting speakers across different regions. They provided a space for sharing linguistic and cultural content, thus raising awareness and interest in endangered languages. The study recommended leveraging social media algorithms to promote endangered language content, developing specific platforms for language communities, and encouraging collaboration between social media companies and language activists.

Holmes (2017) explored the use of collaborative technologies and crowdsourcing in documenting and revitalizing endangered languages. The study used a qualitative approach, analyzing data from five collaborative language documentation projects that utilized crowdsourcing methods. Data were collected through interviews, project documentation, and participant observations. Collaborative technologies and crowdsourcing were found to be effective in gathering extensive linguistic data and engaging broader community participation. However, challenges included varying data quality and the
need for effective project management. The study recommended the establishment of standardized protocols for data collection, training for participants, and the development of platforms that support collaborative efforts in language documentation.

Godwin-Jones (2015) assessed the role of e-learning platforms in supporting language preservation efforts. This study employed a mixed-methods approach, including a survey of 250 users of e-learning platforms and interviews with 20 educators involved in language preservation projects. E-learning platforms were effective in providing accessible and flexible language learning opportunities. Users reported increased language proficiency and engagement. However, the study identified a need for more interactive and culturally relevant content. The study suggested enhancing e-learning platforms with interactive features, incorporating cultural context into language lessons, and increasing support for educators to develop and implement these tools.

Mohamed, Iqbal & Kowsar (2020) investigated the application of artificial intelligence (AI) in language preservation and revitalization. The researchers used a case study approach, analyzing three AI-based language preservation projects. Data were collected through interviews with project developers, analysis of project documents, and user feedback surveys. AI technologies, such as speech recognition and machine translation, significantly enhanced language documentation and learning. They provided tools for accurate and efficient language processing, which facilitated the preservation and revitalization of endangered languages. The study recommended further development of AI tools tailored to specific languages, increased collaboration between technologists and language communities, and policies to support the integration of AI in language preservation efforts.

3.0 METHODOLOGY

The study adopted a desktop research methodology. Desk research refers to secondary data or that which can be collected without fieldwork. Desk research is basically involved in collecting data from existing resources hence it is often considered a low cost technique as compared to field research, as the main cost is involved in executive’s time, telephone charges and directories. Thus, the study relied on already published studies, reports and statistics. This secondary data was easily accessed through the online journals and library.

4.0 FINDINGS

This study presented both a contextual and methodological gap. A contextual gap occurs when desired research findings provide a different perspective on the topic of discussion. For instance, Marin, Abood & Brown (2017) evaluated the impact of cloud computing on the preservation and dissemination of endangered languages. The study utilized a mixed-methods design, incorporating surveys, interviews, and case studies of three language preservation projects that employed cloud computing solutions. Cloud computing facilitated the storage, sharing, and accessibility of linguistic data, contributing significantly to language preservation efforts. However, issues related to data security and digital literacy among community members were identified as barriers. The authors recommended the development of user-friendly cloud platforms, increased focus on digital literacy training, and robust security measures to protect sensitive linguistic data. On the other hand, the current study focused on investigating the role of technology in language preservation.

Secondly, a methodological gap also presents itself, for instance, in evaluating the impact of cloud computing on the preservation and dissemination of endangered languages; Marin, Abood & Brown (2017) utilized a mixed-methods design, incorporating surveys, interviews, and case studies of three language preservation projects that employed cloud computing solutions. Whereas, the current study adopted a desktop research method.
5.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusion

The study reveals that technology plays a pivotal role in addressing the challenges faced by endangered languages. The integration of digital tools and platforms into language preservation efforts has significantly enhanced the documentation, revitalization, and dissemination of linguistic resources. Technologies such as mobile applications, cloud computing, social media, and artificial intelligence have provided innovative solutions for capturing and sharing linguistic data, facilitating language learning, and fostering community engagement. These technological interventions have not only made language resources more accessible to a broader audience but have also empowered language communities to actively participate in preserving their linguistic heritage.

Moreover, the study highlights the importance of culturally relevant and community-driven approaches in leveraging technology for language preservation. Successful initiatives often involve the active involvement of language speakers and community members in the creation and maintenance of digital resources. This participatory approach ensures that the technological solutions are tailored to the specific needs and cultural contexts of the language communities, thereby enhancing their effectiveness and sustainability. By fostering a sense of ownership and pride among community members, technology can help bridge the gap between traditional language practices and modern digital tools, creating a more integrated and holistic approach to language preservation.

However, the study also identifies several challenges and barriers to the effective use of technology in language preservation. Issues such as digital literacy, access to technology, data security, and the quality of digital resources need to be addressed to maximize the potential of technological interventions. The study calls for increased investment in digital infrastructure, training programs, and the development of user-friendly and secure platforms that can support the diverse needs of language communities. Additionally, it emphasizes the need for ongoing collaboration between linguists, technologists, educators, and policymakers to create a supportive ecosystem for language preservation.

The study underscores the transformative potential of technology in preserving endangered languages, provided that it is implemented thoughtfully and inclusively. By harnessing the power of digital tools and platforms, language communities can document, revitalize, and promote their languages more effectively, ensuring that linguistic diversity is maintained for future generations. The findings of this study advocate for a multi-faceted approach that combines technological innovation with community engagement and cultural sensitivity, paving the way for more resilient and sustainable language preservation efforts. As the digital landscape continues to evolve, it is imperative to continually adapt and refine these strategies to meet the dynamic needs of language communities worldwide.

5.2 Recommendations

The study highlighted several theoretical advancements that can enhance our understanding of the intersection between technology and linguistics. It recommended the development of new theoretical frameworks that integrate principles from sociolinguistics, digital humanities, and information technology to better analyze the multifaceted impacts of technological interventions on language preservation. Additionally, the study suggested that future theoretical work should explore the dynamic interactions between technological affordances and cultural practices, emphasizing how digital tools can both influence and be shaped by the linguistic and cultural contexts in which they are deployed. This would provide a more nuanced understanding of the reciprocal relationship between technology and language.

Practically, the study emphasized the importance of designing and implementing user-friendly, culturally relevant digital tools tailored to the needs of specific language communities. It recommended...
that developers of language preservation technologies engage closely with community members to co-create content and functionalities that resonate with their cultural and linguistic realities. This participatory approach ensures that technological solutions are not only effective but also sustainable and widely accepted. Furthermore, the study advised incorporating interactive and immersive features, such as augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR), to enhance user engagement and learning outcomes, thereby making language learning more appealing and effective.

On a policy level, the study advocated for stronger institutional support and funding for technology-driven language preservation initiatives. It recommended that governments and international organizations recognize the critical role of technology in safeguarding linguistic diversity and allocate resources accordingly. Policies should also promote digital literacy and access to technology in marginalized and rural communities to ensure that the benefits of technological advancements reach those most in need. Additionally, the study highlighted the necessity of establishing frameworks for data security and privacy to protect sensitive linguistic and cultural information stored in digital formats.

The study underscored the need for interdisciplinary collaboration among linguists, technologists, educators, and policymakers to create a holistic ecosystem for language preservation. It recommended forming multidisciplinary teams to design, implement, and evaluate technological tools and platforms, ensuring that these initiatives are grounded in both technical excellence and cultural sensitivity. This collaborative approach would facilitate the sharing of best practices, foster innovation, and address the complex challenges of language preservation more effectively.

Empowering language communities was another key recommendation of the study. It suggested providing training and capacity-building programs to equip community members with the skills needed to use and maintain technological tools for language preservation. By involving community members in the development and implementation process, these initiatives would build local ownership and sustainability. The study also recommended creating platforms for community-led documentation and storytelling, allowing speakers to contribute their knowledge and experiences, thus enriching the digital repository of linguistic resources.

Finally, the study called for ongoing research and evaluation to continuously improve the effectiveness of technology in language preservation. It recommended conducting longitudinal studies to assess the long-term impact of technological interventions on language use and vitality. Additionally, it suggested developing metrics and evaluation frameworks to systematically measure the success of these initiatives, providing valuable feedback for future projects. This continuous cycle of assessment and refinement would ensure that technological tools remain relevant, effective, and responsive to the evolving needs of language communities. These comprehensive recommendations aimed to enhance the theoretical, practical, and policy aspects of technology-driven language preservation efforts, ultimately contributing to the sustainability and revitalization of endangered languages worldwide.
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